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Preface 
The Parish of King’s Somborne has a unique heritage dating back hundreds of years 
to before the Doomsday Book and today offers a dynamic community in which to settle.  
However, investment and change will only be worthwhile if it makes a real difference 
to the lives of local people and the future of their community.  The King’s Somborne 
Neighbourhood Development Plan (the “NDP”) sets out a vision for the Parish that 
reflects the thoughts and feelings of local people with a real interest in their community.  
The Plan sets objectives on key themes such as housing, open spaces, moving 
around and community facilities.  It builds on current and planned activity which, in 
turn, has been developed from the Parish Plan and its five-yearly update since 
inception.   

Community engagement and consultation formed a vital part of the process.  An initial 
public meeting was held on 16 December 2015 to outline the proposed way ahead 
and the NDP is the culmination of more than two years work by public spirited 
members of the community. The Parish Council oversaw the work of the steering 
group which, in turn, oversaw the work of the working groups established to undertake 
more detailed work.  Three working groups focused on the key topics of Environment 
and Landscape, Building Design and Need, and Facilities and Infrastructure.   

Operating very transparently through public steering group meetings with public Q&A 
sessions, often held fortnightly, a number of public consultations and workshops, 
monthly updates in the village magazine The Gauntlet, as well as the Parish Council’s 
own website, all working as best they can to deliver the needs of the community. The 
steering group has been assisted by the kind availability of supporting information from 
a variety of public bodies and professional independent assessments and has also 
worked closely with TVBC being one of a number of pioneering parish councils 
working on NDPs in the Borough. 

The King’s Somborne Parish Council is committed to developing and strengthening 
the contacts and groups that have evolved as a result of the Neighbourhood Planning 
process and believe that working together to implement the Plan will make King’s 
Somborne an even better place to live, work and enjoy.  

 

 

 

 

Cllr Robbie Lane 
Chair, King’s Somborne Parish Council 
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King’s Somborne Neighbourhood Plan in Summary 
1. BACKGROUND 
1.1 Context 

King’s Somborne Parish Council considers that a Neighbourhood Development Plan 
will empower local residents to determine the scale, style, pace and location of new 
developments which will ensure that King’s Somborne remains a vibrant community 
whilst protecting the unique rural environment which defines the character of the area.  
The Plan has been prepared for and by the local community and is locally specific.  It 
is evidence-based and aims to bring together the whole community with a single and 
coherent statement. It will be used by the Parish Council and other community groups, 
statutory agencies and utility providers to drive forward community projects and will 
assist in attracting funding to enable their implementation.  The preparation of this Plan 
has full regard to the basic conditions having regard to national policies and advice, 
contributing to sustainable development, in conformance with the Test Valley Borough 
Council (“TVBC”) adopted Local Plan and not in breach of and is otherwise compatible 
with EU obligations. 

1.2 National Planning Policy Framework  
The NPPF of 2012 sets out Government's planning policies for England and how these 
are expected to be applied and is a key part of the Government’s reforms to make the 
planning system less complex and more accessible but most importantly sustainable. 

The framework acts as guidance for local planning authorities and decision-takers, 
both in drawing up plans and making decisions about planning applications. 

1.3 Test Valley Borough Council Local Plan  
TVBC produced their Local Plan which contains policies for determining planning 
applications and identifying strategic allocations for housing, employment and other 
uses. This was adopted by the Borough Council in January 2016 and updated in June 
2016 to embrace the latest Planning Practice Guidelines of May 2016 in relation to 
affordable housing. 

1.4 King’s Somborne Neighbourhood Development Plan  
The NDP aligns to, and conforms with, both the NPPF and the TVBC Local Plan 
providing policies and plans specific to the Parish of King’s Somborne gaining support 
for the same through consultation during the process and ultimately a referendum of 
the local area. This Plan will be adopted as a formal part of the TVBC Local Plan which 
means that planning decisions have to be made in accordance with the 
Neighbourhood Plan (and other parts of the development plan) unless material 
considerations indicate otherwise. 

1.5 King’s Somborne Neighbourhood Area Designation 
Situated in the Borough of Test Valley, in the County of Hampshire, the Parish is 
bounded by the River Test on the west and lies between Romsey and Andover to the 
north and south.  Its proximity to the Royal City of Winchester and the lushness of the 
countryside was the making of much of the area’s earlier history.  The Parish has at 
its heart the village of King’s Somborne but its 4,270 hectares (10,550 acres) also 
encompass the communities of Brook, Compton, Furzedown, Horsebridge and Up 
Somborne, each of which lies within the designated area. Adjacent to the Parish 
boundary are the hamlets of Ashley and Little Somborne which make up what are 
known locally as ‘The Sombornes’. 
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The Parish was designated a Neighbourhood Development Plan area on 14 
September 2015.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.6 Parish Profile  
King’s Somborne is one of the 59 parishes in Test Valley. The Test Valley Borough 
Council data of 2016 shows that King’s Somborne has an area which represents 6.8% 
of the total area of the Test Valley Borough. With a predominately white population of 
approximately 1,600, just under 40% of whom are under the age of 40, approximately 
30% middle aged and 30% over the age of 65 representing 710 households -  
approximately 1.5% of those in Test Valley. 

Just over two thirds of the properties are owner occupied which is lower than the rest 
of Test Valley and consequently the Parish has a much higher level of both privately 
and socially rented dwellings.  

King’s Somborne Parish is serviced by two village stores, two public houses and the 
Working Men’s Club, a Primary School (Ofsted rating “good”), 2 places of worship and 
leisure facilities which include recreation grounds (2 in King’s Somborne and one in 
Up Somborne), Allotment Gardens, a Multipurpose Games Area, Scouts Hut, Meeting 
Hall and other community facilities such as the Village Hall. 

For further information see Appendix 1.1 
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2. COMMUNITY VISION 
2.1 Maintaining the Character of King’s Somborne Parish 

It should be noted that this NDP is especially focussed with regard to future 
development in and around the main village of King’s Somborne as this is the only 
village with a settlement boundary in the Parish. 

Nevertheless, this NDP seeks to ensure that King’s Somborne Parish retains its 
unique and cherished identity and that it remains a sustainable and forward-looking 
community and one which is an attractive place to live, work and visit.  We wish to 
enable future generations to benefit from on-going improved facilities whilst protecting 
the distinctive rural nature of the village and the surrounding green fields and 
woodlands. 

A key requirement from Parishioners was to protect and enhance our natural and 
historic environment which includes the conservation area, its listed buildings and the 
numerous rural views, whilst at the same time enhancing the vibrant community which 
provides for and supports people of all ages. 

2.2 Developing a Sustainable Community 
Like many rural villages throughout the United Kingdom, the Parish of King’s 
Somborne was historically a collection of self-sustaining villages with multiple small 
businesses which grew from supporting the dominant agricultural businesses in the 
surrounding countryside and its heavy labour requirement. However, extensive 
modernisation, mechanisation and a mobile workforce means that populations in rural 
villages typically work outside of that community, though home working in the digital 
age is becoming more common for some business sectors. 

Key considerations centre around health, social and cultural wellbeing (provision of 
recreation grounds, allotments and community activity centre) and ensuring facilities 
and services remain in place to meet local needs and aspirations. This is especially 
true for electricity, high speed broadband and mobile telephony, but also safer and 
quieter roads – especially the main arterial road running though the centre of King’s 
Somborne village. 

A wide range of work, schemes, projects and ideas which, although outside the scope 
of Planning Policy, have been raised by residents during the public consultations on 
this Plan.  They are deserving of attention and the fact that they are not submitted as 
policies does not mean they will pass unnoticed.  Some will be pursued by the Parish 
Council as a necessary part of their remit while others may be taken forward by the 
community as a whole or by groups within depending upon the circumstances.  The 
community has an enviable record of action and achievement and the Plan recognises 
this and seeks to build upon it. 

To deliver this, the NDP is structured around three core areas: 

 
1. Landscape and Environment 

2. Housing Need and Provision 

3. Parish Facilities and Infrastructure
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3. LANDSCAPE AND ENVIRONMENT 
 

Note: For a more detailed document please refer to Appendix 1.0 

 

3.1 Preserving Landscape Features, Views and Surrounding Farmland 
The Parish comprises of six settlements, the major settlement of King’s Somborne 
together with the three smaller linear settlements strung out along single roads of Up 
Somborne, Horsebridge and Brook and the two small hamlets of Compton and Marsh 
Court.  

The village of King’s Somborne is a linear settlement sitting at the bottom of a minor 
V-shaped valley, alongside the ephemeral ‘winterbourne’ stream which is one of the 
tributaries of the River Test.  The village lies within a wider landscape of open chalk 
downland that has a gently rolling, undulating landform. This landscape comprises 
predominantly expansive and open, large, arable fields, with very few intervening 
hedgerows or trees. In contrast a small number of woodlands, shrubs and trees are 
located in the valley bottom adjacent to the village providing shelter and enclosure.  

King’s Somborne is described as a nucleated settlement, however it is not densely 
developed for the most part. The roads and spaces between built forms contribute 
significantly to its character. Traditional building materials include brick and flint, brick 
and chalk cob walls with thatch, clay tile and slate roofs.  

Key characteristics of King’s Somborne: 

 Historic linear valley bottom settlement character still clearly recognizable; 
 Conforms to the contours of the valley; 
 Trees typical at the break in slope between valley bottom and sides; 
 Rural ridgeway tracks and narrow drove roads; 
 Secondary routes run perpendicular to the main road; 
 Views towards ridgelines; and 
 The agricultural qualities of the surrounding countryside and the rural history of 

the village are tangible from within the settlement. 

 
The Objectives are therefore to: 
 

 restrict any housing development within the Parish to the immediate area of the 
settlement of King’s Somborne; 

 ensure positive separation is maintained between the five settlements listed 
above; 

 ensure that the key views of the village and surrounding countryside from the 
surrounding high points are protected and not adversely affected by 
development; 

 ensure that the village remains compact, occupying the floor of the valley rather 
than the sides of the valley; and 

 ensure that the developments are sympathetic and appropriate to the setting 
and wider landscape. 
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1 The field is bounded by Ordnance Survey Grid references SU35640-30621, SU35534-30597, SU35392-30511 & 
SU35433 – 30412 

2 The current development area being the existing permitted development settlement area of King’s Somborne 
as modified by this NDP’s Public Open Space, Local Areas of Green Space and Allocated Sites. “Windfall” housing 
development is permitted outside of this area in accordance with the TVBC Local Plan  

Policy E1 - Preserving Landscape Features, Views and Surrounding 
Farmland 

All development with the exception of extensions to existing property shall be 
subject to a specific landscape study which shall form part of the planning 
application and must be delivered in full as part of the planning application, 
including the written brief for the study 

Policy E2 - Preserving Landscape Features, Views and Surrounding 
Farmland 

To preserve the field1 running between Horsebridge and Romsey Road for 
agricultural use to ensure positive separation between settlements 

Policy E3 - Preserving Landscape Features, Views and Surrounding 
Farmland 

No housing development shall be permitted within the existing hamlets of 
Horsebridge, Brook, Compton, or Up Somborne. Developments are not permitted 
outside of the current developed area2 

Policy E4 - Preserving Landscape Features, Views and Surrounding 
Farmland 

All new development in King’s Somborne is kept within the floor of the valley 
(generally below the 40M contour line) 

Policy E6 - Preserving Landscape Features, Views and Surrounding 
Farmland 

New development and its landscaping is to be in a style which compliments 
neighbouring buildings, drawing on the best of the local vernacular styles and using 
materials used in such buildings with landscaping that reflects the character of the 
neighbouring area in accordance with this NDP’s Design Guidance (Appendix 2.2) 

Policy E5 - Preserving Landscape Features, Views and Surrounding 
Farmland 

Any new multi-home development is to be sited close to other built-up landscape 
such that it is a natural extension of the existing village, rather than as a distinct 
separate development 
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3.2 Public Open Spaces 
Access to areas for formal and informal recreation is an important part of a healthy 
community. These spaces provide local recreation opportunities and are also 
important for wildlife. Retaining existing facilities and providing new ones are important 
in promoting a high quality of life for the Parish’s residents.  The Parish of King’s 
Somborne has a number of recreation grounds provision for children and teenagers, 
outdoor sports facilities and informal recreation areas in accordance with TVBC’s 
Local Plan Policy LHW1. 
 
This Neighbourhood Development Plan strives to deliver the following objectives with 
regard to its public open spaces:  
 

 To ensure that new developments maintain access to existing public open 
spaces; 

 To provide positive management of public spaces to ensure they are safe and 
well-maintained, make a contribution to biodiversity, and meet the needs of the 
community they serve 

 

 
The Parish Council actively manages public open spaces through a continual 
consultation process to ensure they meet the needs of the community, and will 
continue to do so, carrying out a formal review as part of the periodic review of this 
Neighbourhood Development Plan. 

 
The Parish Council will also ensure that all public open spaces make a contribution to 
the Borough’s Green Infrastructure Strategy through appropriate management of the 
landscaping. 
 
See also Appendix 1.2 for further detail of assessment of Green Space 
 
 

3.3 Local Areas of Green Space 
The Local Areas of Green Space (LAGS) designation is a method of providing special 
protection against development for green areas of particular importance and benefit 
to the local community which exhibit some or all or the following qualities: 
 

 Beauty 

 Historic significance 

 Recreational value 

 Tranquillity 

Policy E7 - Public Open Spaces 

New housing developments in excess of 5 dwellings shall provide for public open 
spaces within the development. As a minimum, developers should allow for 1.5 
times the footprint of the proposed dwellings 
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 Richness of wildlife 

 Local in character 

 

The Community’s Allotments are typically a feature of Public Open Spaces but as they 
are not owned by the Council are a key LAGS in this Neighbourhood Development 
Plan. 
 
See also Appendix 1.2 for further detail of assessment of Green Space 
 

 
 

3.4 Conservation Area, Heritage Buildings and Heritage Sites 
Within the Conservation Area there are a number of notable buildings, and the site of 
John of Gaunt’s Palace, which ranks as an Ancient Monument. The importance of the 
village’s historical layout and architecture were officially recognised in the 1972 
Conservation Area designation, which was extended in 1987. 
 
This Neighbourhood Development Plan seeks to ensure that any development within 
the Conservation Area does not change the character or nature of the Conservation 
Area and preserves the setting and significance of individual heritage assets and listed 
buildings.  

 

Policy E8 – Local Areas of Green Space 

The following nominated LAGS shall be protected due to their importance to the 
local community: 

 Kings Somborne Cemetery – Stockbridge Road 
 Paddock opposite the Old Vicarage – Old Vicarage Lane 
 St Peter & St Paul’s Churchyard  
 Allotments –Furzedown Road 
 Up Somborne Down 

The list of nominated LAGS shall be reviewed and updated to include special 
protection for additional green areas including those on any new development as 
appropriate. 

Policy E9 - Conservation Area, Heritage Buildings and Heritage Sites 

Development within or beside the Conservation Area must be sensitive to the 
characteristics of the Conservation Area, heritage assets and listed buildings and 
their setting. Any developments must not change the character or nature of the 
Conservation Area and must preserve the setting and significance of individual 
heritage assets and listed buildings.   
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3.5 Flooding and Water Management 
There has been historical occurrence of flooding within the Kings Somborne 
settlement primarily in the village centre and along the Winchester Road. Flooding has 
occurred in properties in those locations nearest to the course of the Bourne Stream.  
The worst of the recent flooding occurred in 2014. 
 
The Bourne is spring fed and its depth is directly related to the level of ground water.  
 
It is therefore appropriate that any new development is subject to a site-specific flood 
risk assessment which assesses the impact of any proposed development on flood 
risk to other properties in the area. Sustainable drainage systems that manage the 
return of water to the water course or the water table are therefore key considerations 
in managing the potential of a development to eliminate their risk of flooding in the 
area.  
 

 

 
3.6 Biodiversity 

The village of King’s Somborne is situated in a river valley amidst open rolling chalk 
downland, principally used for cereal and other crops, interspersed with wooded areas. 
King’s Somborne Chalk Downland is distinguished by its openness and more limited 
vegetation cover. The overall strategy is therefore to conserve the openness whilst 
restoring a pattern of hedgerows and small copses across the downs at King’s 
Somborne Chalk Downland. 
 
Within and adjacent to the settlement of King’s Somborne there is a variety of wildlife, 
flora and fauna, which should be encouraged to enhance the biodiversity of the area.  
 

Policy E10 - Flooding and Water Management 

All developments shall be subject to a site-specific flood risk assessment in 
accordance with the relevant national guidance. Bridges crossing the Bourne or 
other drainage ditches shall be designed and installed such that they do not 
impede the existing flow area. All bridges shall have minimum of 160mm free board 
above the existing bank or road level whichever is the highest. Developers shall 
demonstrate that Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) have been properly 
considered and applied within the layout and proposals for the development.   

Policy E11 - Biodiversity 

To ensure that for any new development ecological and arboricultural appraisals 
are undertaken to identify what is ecologically significant and can be provided for 
as part of the development proposal. 
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4. HOUSING REQUIREMENT & PROVISION  
 
Note: For a more detailed document please refer to Appendix 2.0 

4.1 Quantity of New Homes Needed  
This Neighbourhood Development Plan sets out the proposals for an improvement in 
the delivery and diversity of new homes in the village which meets the needs of the 
community. 
 
There is no prescribed method for determining housing numbers3. The TVBC Local 
Plan stipulates the minimum housing requirement for the 18-year Plan Period for Rural 
Test Valley is 648 (the equivalent of 36 per annum). This is a minimum and can be 
made up of rural exception affordable housing, community led development or other 
applications coming forward.  Subject to relevant policies in the Plan, a higher number 
of dwellings could be delivered in Rural Test Valley. 
 
A comprehensive analysis has been performed utilising a combination of statistical 
analysis, village and independent survey results, and relevant local and Government 
published data and can be found in Appendix 2.1. 
  
The analysis concludes that this Neighbourhood Development Plan supports three 
developments of 11- 14 houses at the rate of one development every 5 years. 

 

The quantity of new homes identified in Policy H1 does not preclude any additional 
housing sites that have not been specifically identified in this Plan (Windfalls).  
 
 

4.2 Affordable Homes  
King’s Somborne settlement has one of the highest ratios of social to private housing 
within TVBC at 26%. The expansion of social housing within the Parish has occurred 
post second war primarily due to the provision of land from the legacy of Sir Tommy 
Sopwith.   
 
This Neighbourhood Development Plan seeks to maintain this ratio to preserve the 
social character of the village through integrated site development rather than a single 
rural exception site. 
 
 
 
 
 

3 At the time of drafting, the Government is considering whether this is required as part of consultation on     
national planning guidance 

Policy H1 – Quantity of New Homes Needed 

The Parish additional housing requirement is in the range of 33 to 42 over the next 
15 years. This additional housing shall be provided in three separate phases as 
specified in Policy H6 with each development being 11 to 14 dwellings in number.   
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4.3 Building Design  
Appropriate design guidance, which reflects the local ‘vernacular’ can be of great help 
to those contemplating extending or altering their homes, whether or not they require 
planning permission, or even constructing new buildings in the Parish.  
 
To achieve this, this Neighbourhood Development Plan includes a Design Guidance 
(Appendix 2.2) to provide a design framework to help achieve high standards of design 
in development proposals while retaining and enhancing the distinctive character of 
the natural and built environment.   

 

TVBC Planning shall take due cognisance of this design guide in their decision-making 
processes in approving any planning application in the Parish. 

 

Policy H4 – Building Design 

All developments within the Parish, including those adapting, modifying or 
extending existing buildings or structures shall conform to the requirements of the 
King’s Somborne Parish Council Design Guidance. 

Policy H3 - Affordable Housing 

The type and quantity of affordable homes within the Parish shall be reviewed on 
a regular basis to ensure that the need is matched to the overall supply as closely 
as possible. 

Prior to planning consent of any development, the needs of affordable housing as 
stipulated in the Adopted Local Plan Policy COM8 shall be established by the 
applicants and approved by the Borough and Parish Councils. 

Policy H2 – Affordable Housing 

Where possible, the social housing provision should be included within a 
development as outlined in the Adopted Local Plan Policy COM7 (revised).  

Social housing numbers shall be provided in accordance with the following 
requirement: 

For developments of 11 to 13 houses a minimum of 3 social houses to be provided 

For developments of 14 to 15 houses a minimum of 4 social houses to be provided 

Within any one phase of development as specified in Policy H10 (below) a 
maximum of 4 houses shall be provided  
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Covenants should be considered and placed on new building in relation to the 
management of (in particular) frontage of property, fencing, walls, planting of 
indigenous trees or hedging and the storage of materials including caravans or trailers, 
to maintain the character and visual appearance of the Parish and to prevent 
promoting an urban feel to the living environments. An example of which may be found 
in Appendix 2.3 

 

 

  

Policy H5 – Building Design 

On new properties, the developer shall impose appropriate selected restrictive 
covenants to ensure continued compliance with the applicable elements of the 
Design Guidance and visual integrity of the site. Such imposed restrictive 
covenants shall be agreed by the Parish Council prior to planning approval and 
shall not be removed without their approval. 
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5. LOCATING NEW HOMES 
 
Note: For a more detailed document please refer to Appendix 2.0 

5.1 Development Site Assessment & Allocation  
All potential development sites that conformed to the views of the community from the 
initial questionnaire and subsequent consultation events that are also available from 
the relevant land owners located in or adjacent to the settlement boundary of King’s 
Somborne have been assessed for their suitability. Additionally, any other sites that 
have been proposed to TVBC by landowners as potential sites (formally known as 
SHLAAs now SHELAAs) for development have also been assessed. 

These assessments (Appendix 2.4) were undertaken using the TVBC site selection 
protocol (Attachment 2.4.4) and supported by numerous additional sources of 
information including those as detailed in the Landscape & Environment report in 
Appendix 1.0 and a detailed Landscape Assessment Report (Appendix 2.5) 
undertaken by South Downs National Park Consultancy Service on behalf of the 
Parish Council. 

The following sites having been formerly assessed and deemed appropriate for 
development (subject to the conditions noted) and are allocated for development in 
this Neighbourhood Development Plan. They should ideally be developed in 
accordance with the following policy priority. 

Policy H6 – Development Location & Allocation  

Development shall only be permitted within the existing settlement boundary as 
defined in the Local Plan or within those sites (listed below) that have been 
assessed as suitable through the NPD Site Assessment and which immediately 
abut the existing1 settlement boundary. 

Sites which are assessed as suitable that lie outside the existing settlement 
boundary shall be developed with a minimum of 11 dwellings in each phase unless 
the site can be developed in conjunction with another site to bring the sum total 
number of dwellings for both sites to a minimum of 11 for a phase. 

Only the following allocated sites (in order of preference) should be considered for 
development: 

KS 5: The bottom field of SHELAA 148 -  Land at Spencer’s Farm adjacent to Muss 
Lane 

KS 3: Land off Froghole Lane 

KS 6: Land off Winchester Road (southside) (This will need to be in conjunction 
with KS 3 to achieve a minimum development of 11 houses.) 

KS 7 SHELLA 80 [A & B]:  Land at Winchester Road and New Lane 

SHELLA 81:  Land South of Winchester Road  

The phasing of each development shall be in accordance with Policy H10. Lower 
priority sites may not need to be developed if required housing numbers are 
achieved on higher priority sites. 
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1 The settlement boundary of King’s Somborne as at January 2018 

 

 

Should in the future, sites become available within the current settlement boundary 
that can be demonstrated to meet the current planning regulations prevailing at the 
time and be of sufficient size to permit erection of between 11 to 14 dwellings then 
priority should be given to such sites substituting one or more of those sites identified 
in H6 (above.) accordingly. 

 

5.2 Housing 
Both the original NDP Survey (Appendix 2.6) and the additional Housing Needs Survey 
(Appendix 2.7) undertaken in 2017 demonstrated that many respondents wished to 
downsize to smaller properties with a high demand shown for 2 – 3 bedroom dwellings 
and a mixture of styles. 

Policy H7 – Housing 

In line with local requirements, it is required that all new developments should be 
based on dwellings of mixed size with bedrooms in accordance with the following 
ratio: 

               2 bedroom - 45%  

3 bedroom - 45%  

               4 bedroom - 10% 
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Developments should be designed based on local needs, availability of construction 
materials and reflecting local traditions in line with the Design Guidance (Appendix 2.2). 
Within the curtilage of King’s Somborne village there are a number of farms with 
outbuildings which have now been converted into residential properties. A design 
approach reflecting the same visual appearance of these old farms will meet the 
requirement of Policy H8 and should be encouraged.  
 

 

5.3 Development Phasing 
It is important that the development within the Parish is phased thus ensuring that the 
size and type of any development is closely matched to the current need.  
  

Policy H8 – Housing 

New developments should consist of a mixture of housing styles and types whilst 
still meeting the requirements of policies E6 & E9. 

The provision of identical (or mirrored) dwellings or limited number of designs on 
developments shall be avoided. Identical blocks of terraces or semi-detached 
houses is not permitted. 

Developments shall make provision for a mixture of houses and bungalows with a 
mixture of detached, semi-detached and terraced construction. 

 

Policy H9 – Housing 

In order to preserve the size and type of dwellings and to ensure that the variety of 
housing is maintained the following restrictions shall apply to all new developments 
and covenanted accordingly: 

 No dwelling shall be extended by more than 10% of their existing footprint 
 Additional stories to existing dwellings shall not be permitted 
 Loft extensions shall not be permitted. 

 

Policy H10 – Development Phasing 

Developments within the Parish shall be carried out in 3 distinct phases. Each 
phase shall be a period of 5 years. The number of houses built in each phase shall 
be as specified in Policy H6 

No phase may be started prior to completing the previous phase. 

Developments shall be carried out in accordance with the priority given in Policy 
H6. Should for any reason it transpires that a priority cannot be completed within 
the prescribed phase then the reasons for the failure to complete shall be 
examined and if necessary the order of priority amended. 
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6. PARISH FACILITIES & INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
Note: For a more detailed document please refer to Appendix 3.0 

In general, the Parish Council has an impressive track record working with others to 
deliver improvements in the Parish’s facilities and will continue to be responsible for 
delivering improvements to Parish facilities highlighted in this Plan where they affect 
and benefit the community as a whole as opposed to those items specific to any new 
development. 
 

 
 

6.1 Community Assets 
The Parish benefits from a wide range of assets and facilities. These include shops, 
churches, school, public houses, working men’s club, allotments, village hall, church 
hall, scout hut and outdoor recreation areas which include children’s playgrounds, 
football and cricket pitches and a Multi-Use Games Area (MUGA). 
 

The Community Assets registered with TVBC are shown in the table below: 
 

Key Community Facility / Asset Location 
Village Hall  King’s Somborne village centre 
MUGA King’s Somborne Playing Field 
Children’s Playground  King’s Somborne Playing Field 
Football Pitch King’s Somborne Playing Field 
Cricket Pitch King’s Somborne Playing Field 
Scout Hut King’s Somborne Playing Field 
St Peter & Pauls Church King’s Somborne village centre 
Cross Stores (Post Office) The Cross 
King’s Somborne Working Men’s Club Winchester Road 
Methodist Church Winchester Road 
Epworth Hall Winchester Road 
Muss Lane Recreation Ground  Muss Lane 
John O’Gaunt Palace Site King’s Somborne village centre 
Martin’s Shop Winchester Road 
Allotments Furzedown Road 
Crown Inn King’s Somborne village centre 
John O’Gaunt Public House Horsebridge 
Up Somborne Recreation Ground  Up Somborne 
King’s Somborne C of E Primary School King’s Somborne village centre 

Policy F1 – Parish Facilities & Infrastructure 

The Parish Council working collaboratively with Borough and County Councils 
along with Utility companies will take the lead in relation to delivering improvements 
in Parish facilities, The Parish Council will also continue to work closely with village 
organisations to help them delivery other solutions for the betterment of the 
community. 
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6.2 Public Transport  

Whilst bus transport to schools in the surrounding area is available, availability of 
public transport to and from King’s Somborne to the surrounding towns and cities is 
extremely limited and does not support normal work commuting. 
 
The Parish Council will nevertheless support and encourages the maintenance and 
development of public transport in order to attempt to meet the needs of the 
community by promoting the use of existing services and seeking ways to provide 
sustainable transport  

 

6.3 Roads, Traffic & Parking 
The A3057 is a major road running through the centre of King’s Somborne village, 
used increasingly by heavy good vehicles, and is extremely busy during rush hours. 
Strong resident feedback through the village questionnaire indicated there is a strong 
desire for traffic calming in and around King’s Somborne village centre (School, Crown 
Inn, Post Office). 
 
Due to the rural nature of the Parish and the lack of regular public transport residents 
are reliant primarily on private cars to facilitate journeys to facilities outside the village 
including the surgery at Stockbridge. 

Policy F2 – Community Assets 

To ensure that the Village Hall and the Parish Council owned recreation areas and 
associated facilities remain the centre for community activity as a key integral part 
of safeguarding the future health and vitality of the community. Improving, adapting 
and upgrading the existing facilities or providing new facilities as appropriate to 
ensure the facilities provided meet the priorities for the community as a whole.  

Policy F3 – Community Assets 

This policy identifies above the key community facilities and assets. There will be 
a presumption in favour of safeguarding them from any adverse proposal which 
would result in their loss or reduce their viability.  

Policy F4 –  Roads, Traffic & Parking 

To ensure that all developments incorporate the latest smart technology to reduce 
travel need and hence traffic 

Policy F5 –  Roads, Traffic & Parking 

To ensure that any new development or dwellings provide adequate off-road 
parking sympathetic to the proposed development and its surroundings. 
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6.4 Schooling 
King’s Somborne has within the Parish provision for both Pre-School facilities (catering 
for 2½ - 4-year olds) as well as a Primary School with a “Good” Ofsted rating. 
Secondary schooling is provided locally in Stockbridge and alternative schooling at 
Winchester can be obtained utilising the scheduled bus services. 

 
 

6.5 Sport & Recreational Facilities 
See Community Assets above 
 
 

6.6 Village Hall 
The King’s Somborne Village Hall is a charitable trust not owned by, but working 
closely, with the Parish Council and has positioned itself as a result of the work on the 
NDP as the community activity centre meaning it will become capable of being the 
focus in the Parish for many more community facilities in the future becoming a hub of 
for educational, cultural, social and sporting activity. This will ensure its continuation 
as a central meeting venue for a wide range of activities and its regular use will provide 
the funds required for its operating and maintenance costs. 
 
It is envisaged that under the auspices of the Village Hall a new community building 
will be built on Parish owned land near the MUGA. This new building will be designed 
as a multi-purpose asset but will primarily provide facilities which will enable the King’s 
Somborne Pre-School to grow and flourish and meet the latest government 
requirements and standards.  
 
The new building will allow preschool to: 
 

 Access suitable facilities to run a high quality preschool service for the 
community without suffering the constraints of the village hall in respect to 
facilities and shared space   

 Work even more closely with the Primary School to create a seamless transition 
from preschool to primary school education.  

 Provide an attractive location and rural village setting for children together with 
very much improved external play areas 

 
 

6.7 Employment & Working from Home  
This Neighbourhood Development Plan endeavours to help facilitate and sustain local 
business in order to maximise employment opportunities through: 

 introduction of and improvement in availability of high speed broadband and 
mobile telephony (see Utilities below), and 

Policy F6 –  Schooling 

That any development contributes to the sustainability and provides good 
pedestrian access to the Village School and Pre-School 
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 support for the development of tourism and local office space though the 
conversion of unused agricultural buildings. 

 

 

 

6.8 Utilities 
Electricity supply is largely fed via overhead cables and has had significant massive 
infrastructure investment in recent times to radically improve the reliability and security 
of supply with undergrounding of cables in the King’s Somborne recreation area 
planned to help further improve supply resilience. It will also improve the visual and 
safety aspects of the recreations ground amenity. 
 
In recent years, much of the centre of King’s Somborne has also benefited from 
upgrading of the BT broadband but much of the community still does not benefit from 
high speed broadband although a joint initiative with a neighbouring Parish is 
underway to establish ultrafast fibre optic broadband bringing improvement to more of 
the community. 
 
Mobile telephony has increased enormously in the Parish over recent years with 4G 
being readily available now from most of the carriers. 
 
However, there is insufficient capacity in the existing foul sewage system to support 
future development without innovative abatement schemes in place despite a recent 
programme to reduce the ingress of ground water into the foul sewage network. 

 

 

 

  

Policy F8 –  Utilities 

That services of all new developments shall be routed underground to improve the 
visual street scene and reliability 

All new developments shall incorporate the latest technologies in respect to 
services (See Design Guidance in Appendix 2.2 for further detail) 

Policy F7 –  Employment & Working from Home 

Redevelopment of unused commercial and/or agricultural buildings to provide high 
quality tourist accommodation, offices or artisan workshops is positively supported 
especially where low key redevelopment of the site will revitalise it and make it a 
positive and attractive contribution to the Parish. 
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7. NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN REVISION 
This Neighbourhood Development Plan will be reviewed as when legislative changes 
occur and/or changes in TVBC’s Local Plan occur. This information will be provided 
by TVBC and the plan updated accordingly and communicated to the community by 
way of update on the Parish Council website and also the Parish Magazine and 
community Notice Boards and any significant change will also have public consultation 
as necessary. 
 
In addition, this Neighbourhood Development Plan will by formally reviewed by the 
Parish Council as part of its modus operandi at the end of each year and updated 
accordingly as above. Should any significant development occur during the life of the 
NPD (for example a brown field site becomes available) of sufficient size to affect the 
development(s) envisaged in this Plan, then the Plan will be promptly amended 
accordingly to account for this. 
 


